Hi Gang, Yah got a couple of hours B 4 "Straight Key" night begins and Tom is READY as U can see! Straight Key Night means no Microphones, no key boards, no computers just an old J-38 or etc. Mine is 60 years old now from WW II. I notice Tom has a Vibroplex which can be used as a straight key as long as the dot side of the paddle is blocked. For rules CLICK >> http://www.arrl.org/contests/rules/2007/skn.html  
Sign up at >>> straightkey@arrl.org <straightkey@arrl.org>  
Send UR nominations to>>>> w2rs@amsat.org <w2rs@amsat.org>  
Join the fun, lets hear UR fist............. B a Brass Pounder tonight..!  
HNY 2 all..... Orlan w0oyh

Bringing a new meaning to "Amateur Night", we find WØEAJ running HIGH POWER with his 1954 Heathkit AT-1 transmitter (10 watts on 7 mcs), and listening on his 1964 home-brewed HBR-11 receiver (11 tubes - 3 plug-in coils per band), constructed entirely from scratch, using plans from QST magazine.  
The xmtr. uses 3.5 mc crystals, doubled for 7 mcs... so that has me stuck on only 2 frequencies, due to crystal control, vs. having a VFO. Ahhhh, that good Navy Radioman training.  
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